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ECOLOGY OF SCELOPORUS OCCIDENT AUS LONGIPES BAIRD
AND UTA STANSBURIANA STANSBURIANA BAIRD AND GIRARD
ON RAINIER MESA, NEVADA TEST SITE, NYE CO., NEVADA
ABSTRACT
This paper constitutes the

first

in

report is located on Rainier Mesa of the Nevada
Test Site. Reports for other shidv plots ( Frenchman's Flat— four study areas— and Mercury Valley ) will follow in the near future and will
include infonnation concerning the ecology and

a series

United States Atomic
Energy Commission for Contract AT (11-1)
1496. It includes a major study on the ecology
and life history of Sccloponts occidentalis longipcs Hollowell and a comparative study of
three populations of Vta s. stansburiana Baird
and Girard with special emphasis given for the
Uta population on Rainier Mesa.
The study plot ot major concern in this
of tenniiKil reports to

tlie

life

history of

Coleonyx

the

least

at

variegtxis,

following species:

Crotaphyfus coUarls, Crota-

phijtus wislizeni, Saurornahis obesus, Callisaurus

(Imconoidcs,
phityrliinos,

Sccloporus

and

mu<nster,

Plirt/nosoma

Cliiotuictis occipitalis.

THE ECOLOGY AND LIFE HISTORY OF A POPULATION OF
SCELOPORUS OCCIDENTALIS LONGIPES BAIRD ON
RAINIER MESA, NEVADA TEST SITE, NYE COUNTY, NEVADA
by
Wilmer W. Tanner'
James M. HopkinOnly a few life history studies have been
concerned with lizards in the Great Basin, and
most of these have not included a detailed
study of marked lizards on a study plot. Most
studies dealing with autecology have suffered
from a lack of fjuantitativc data, which is perhaps a direct result of gathering data over a
short period of time.

It is

true that

much

infor-

mation can be accumulated in one year. However, we have found the desert to vary from
year to vear, primarilv the edaphic factors which
in turn induce and effect changes in the biotic
factors. We believe that in order to examine the
fluctuations of the biotic cycles and rhvthms in
a desert population several years of intensive
study are needed if one is to understand the
basic aspects of population ecology. Furthermore, the roles of individuals, males and females, and age groups are not easily understood

unless

at

least

one

generation

is

followed

through a cycle.

There are a few studies of lizard ecology
which are complete enough to be cited as examples. A recent one by Tinkle (1967) concerning the life and demography of Vta stan-sburiana stcjiwt^eri in western Texas is based on
a large quantity of data

of

many

gathered over a period

years. Perhaps the completeness of the

Uta study

lies

not only with the thoroughness

of the investigator but also from the fact that

utas are

numerous and therefore

a larger

num-

ber of individuals increased the mass of data
available. In our studv plots in southern Nevada,
We have been more successful with dense
populations than with sparse ones.
The work of Fitch began in 19.3.5 and has
continued to the present. His publications
cover a wide area in vertelirate ecology and

M)ej)arliiient of 'Awilogy. Rri^ihiini Y'liin^ University. I'rdvcj. I'Lah MHiDl
-Instniclftr nf BioIoev. Inilian .SprinKs HikH .Srhonl. Indiciii .SiirinRs. NcviiJii.

)
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include detailed reports on Sceloporus (1940),
Euinccei (1954 and 1955), Crotaphytus (1956),
and Cneriii(loj)liorits ( 1958 ) and a report on
li/.ard roproduction ( 1970). Tlie studies of Blair
Carpenter ( 1959-1961), and Zweifel and
( 1960),
Low (1966) represent other excellent studies.
The present studv was begun in mid-July
1965, and intensive fieldwork was continued
through 1967. Since then field work has been
done only for short periods during the period
of lizard activity. We have been assisted bv
graduate students in the field and laboratory.
Others most closely associated with this study
plot were Ronald L. Morris, Philip A. Medica,
and Dr. John E. Krogh. Each has provided
field notes and suggestions which have aided
in preparing the manuscript.
Dr. Henry S.
Fitch, University of Kansas, visited our study
areas during the summer of 1967. In September

Swinebroad of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission also visited our plots. We
of 1968, Dr. Jeff

many

appreciate their

we

are grateful;

suggestions. For all this,
however, the analysis of the

data anil liiial pri'paration is that of the authors.
This study was supported by Research

Grant number AT (11-1) 1496 between the
United States Atomic Energy Commission and
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. We
are grateful for this support and for that given
by the Civil Effects Testing Operation ( CETO
base at Mercury, Nevada, under the direction
of Mr. Erwin Schultz.
It is not the intent in this studv to attempt
a report which would include all segments of
the widespread species Sceloporus occidentalis,
nor to even suppose that the population found
on Rainier Mesa (Fig. 1 and 2) and reported
below would properly or completely represent
other populations of the subspecies under consideration. However, a general review of the
is
included as a basis for a general
understanding of the species.

literature

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Western Fence

Lizard, Sceloporus occiBaird and Girard, occurs over a wide
range in western North America. It is one of the
most commonly seen lizards in areas where it
occurs because of its diumal habits which include basking fully exposed on rocks tree
(lentalvi

trunks,

poles of fences,

and on other objects

The range of the
from the state of Washington
to Baja California and from the California
coast through Nevada into the Great Basin area
of Idaho and Utah. We agree with Stebbins
(1966) that this species does not (X'cur in the
low desert valleys but is found in habitats where
there is adecjuate cover consisting of at least
sagebrush and where basking areas are available. The ability of this species to absorb sunexposed

to

solar

radiation.

species extends

light and warm (juickly enables it to inhabit
areas from sea level near the California coast
to altitudes of oyer 9,000 feet in the mountains

of California, Nevada,

and Utah.
Taxonomic studies of Sceloporus occidentalis
have been published bv Camp (1916), Smith
(1939), and Bell (19S4). Bell recognizes six

subspecies.

It

has not been possible to examine
other altitiulinal ranges, and it is

populations in
recognized that populations
logically

may

and ecologically because of differences

altitude,

the

accoinpan\ing

the physical

and

biotic

in

vary morphodifferences

cm ironments,

in

and from

the isolation impo.sed bv these factors in desert

Because of the morphological variations
and the fact that there are several recognized
areas.

we suspect that there may also be
within the limits of this species variations in
behavior, reproductive activities, size, growth
rate, and other life history and ecological patterns. The Great Basin subspecies, Sceloporus
occidentalis longipes Baird, occupies the largest range of the occidentalis subspecies and, except for S. o. taijlori which is reported to be of
ecjual size, attains a larger individual size than
other subspecies.
The subspecies Sceloporus occidentalis occidentalis has been studied rather extensively,
probably because it occurs convenient to Berkeley, California, and nearby research areas. Fitch
(1940) studied S. o. occidentalis in the field
near Medford, Oregon, and near Berkeley, California, with special emphasis on growth and
behavior, and Davis ( 1967 ) made a detailed
studv of growth and size at the Hastings Ressubspecies,

ervation,

Monterey C'ounty,

relations

of

S.

(California.

Thermal

occidentalis have been studied

by Dawson and Bartholomew (1956), Wilhoft
(1958), Wilhoft and Anderson (1960), Larson
1%1 ), and McCinnis 1965). Talbot and Livezey (1964) and Coleman and Livezey (1968)
studied the closely related area of integumental
reflectivity. Testicular histology and seasonal
changes of the testes of S. occidentalis have
been' studied by Wilhoft and ^uay (1961).
(

(
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A

Fig.

\ie\v of Rainier Mesa from the southwest showing the granitic cap rock exposed on the sonlhwesfem
edge. Photo taken about 11:00 a.m. bv R. L. Colyer, AEC photographer.

Johnson (1965) .studied the diet of S. occklentahs. Other studies of anatomy and physiology
have made use of this species (Ells 1954, and
Stebbins and Eakin. 1958).
Sceloporus occidentalis occurs in many kinds
The study areas of Fitch
(1940) were described as "A stretch of rail
which passes through an overgrazed
fence
pasture
through
.; a stretch of rail fence
open woods of Garry oak
and a board
.;
fence and a wooden bridge adjacent to pasture
land, eucalyptus trees, Monterey cypress, and
native chaparral." In the Great Basin, S. occidentalis tV'pically occurs in the pinyon-juniper
plant fonnation (Fig. 1 and 2) but also occurs
in areas of oak brush (Quercus <iavd)eli) and
also in nearly pure stands of Artemisia tridentata
if basking areas are available.
of plant associations.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Physical En\'ironment

The high

altitude of the Rainier Mesa study
2,286 meters ca
7,500 feet ) above sea
level, gives it a climate very different from the
plot,

(

surrounding low valleys (3,500-4,000 feet). The
temperatures are much lower and the rainfall
considerably higher, as indicated in Figures 3
and 4 (Swan, 19.54).
The cap rock of Rainier Mesa is lava ( Fig.
2), and the cap is covered by a shallow mantle
of soil formed from the lava with the addition
of organic matter from decaying plant materials.
At the base of pinyons and junipers, there is
a deep layer of decayed and decaying needles.
There are many rock outcroppings throughout
the study plot, and these, along with lava rock
fragments and tree trunks, furnish basking areas

and

shelter for the lizards.

Glimatic conditions prevailing at the Nevada
Test Site were summarized by Allred et al.
(1963) for the years 1959-1961. Their reference
to two weather stations at 7,480 feet gives a
comparable elevation to the station near the
Rainier Mesa study plot (7,490). They report
8.75 inches for 1960 and 6.74 for 1961. Weather
Bureau reports for the Rainier Mesa station report precipitation for 1965, 1966, and 1967 to

be

12.67,

7.34,

and

11.13

inches,

respectively
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A

.

<¥.

"^K,

i^'f

A view

2.

Kij^.

in

looking north from

tlie

nortliwfst

cornrr

ol

the

stniK

'

plot.

The

L'.S.

is

considerably

from the northwest and also

more than reported by Allred and

indicates the

the

(JuuL' tliroiigli Dcft'inhcr). This

climate in this area
(Fig. 3). Allred et al. ( U)63) reported that 136
percent of the precipitation occurred during the
great

variability

summer months

of

the

through September).
Available data for 1965-1967 averages 41.3 per-

There may be heavy precipitation occaduring a given month; however, the
most consistently moist period .seems to be July
and August (Fig. 4). An average of the precipitation lor these months for the years 196.5-1967
is
1.4 inches per month. The greatest amoimt
recorded for one month is 4.67 inches in November 1985. October and June have been the
driest months, with an average of onlv 0.29
inches each month.
Temperatures are moderate, rarely exceeding
(85° F in summer and reaching 0° upon occasion
during the winter. On
June U)67, temperatures
were below free/.ing and a skiff of snow fell.
A freezing storm also occurred on 16 September
sionally

1

1965.

is

seen

Rainier
fronts

summer

of

nearlv surround

the

hot

to the influences in

desert

valleys

which

it.

BiOTic

Envibonment

(April

cent.

cold

weather tower

the haeki'rounil. Photo hv R. L. Colyer.

Mesa

is

therefore subject to the

which descend across the desert

The

following

years of field

study covering

work should add

nearlv

five

to our under-

standing of the life history, food habits, home
range, behavior, and general ecology of this
common western lizard as it occurs in a pinyonjuniper commimity on a high mesa in southern

Nevada.

The

plant eanopv cover on the studv plot at

Mesa (Nevada Test Site) is approximately 60 percent, with Pintts inottojiliijlhi the
dominant plant. Other woodv plants such as
Artemisia tmlcntata, Quercus gambelii, C.titierRainier

rczki inirroccjiluihi, Junijicnis astcospcrimi, Pursliia tridcntcit,

Ejilwdra

virulis.

Rihcs

vclitti'iiurn,

Tclradiimid ciincsccns:. lA'])tod(irliihm punncus,
and Linanllioshniin nuttallii make up the greater part of the

percentage

of

woody

plant cover (Fig. 1). The
annuals is not included because
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1962
for

the

bv the U.S. Department

it

Viirie.s

Scelopohus Occidentalis and Uta Stan.shuriana

1963

1964

ten-year period
of

Commerce,

con.siderahlv each vear

1961

1966

1965
to

courte.sy of

depending on

1970.

mclanolcncns dcscrticola was captured within
teet of the northeast corner of the plot in

1.50

and Jorgensen (1963) considered both the plant and animal species of the
pin\on-juniper community and comments here
will deal onlv with the more common plant and
animal species that seemingly are more directly

1967.

with SceJojwrus occidentalis lonFor a complete list of plants and animals
see Allred et al. (1963) and Beatley (196.5 and
1969). Only two other species of lizards, Via s.
stan.shuriana and Eiimeces skiltoniamis utaliensis, were found on the study plot. Both of these
associated
gipes.

are considerahlv smaller in size than
longipes and therefore they may not exert
much competitive pressure on S. occidentalis.
On the lower foothills of Rainier Mesa, Sccloporus magister and S. occidentalis overlap their

species
S. o.

and

1970

cohirpns for Hock Valley. Data provided

Mr. Ralph (Quiring, Climalologi.st.

the moisture available.
Allred, Beck,

1969

1968

The dark

Three

specimens

of

Crotaltis

niitchelli

stcphcnsi have been sighted on or near the study

One

was captured, marked by
and released in Ui65. He has not
been recaptured. A large individual was seen
on the west edge of the plot in 1966 and a
female was taken on the plot in 1967.
A survey of the abimdance of arthropod
species in the area goes beyond the scope of
this study, but it is obvious to those who have
attempted to rest in the shade of a pinyon on
Rainier Mesa that ants are abundant both as
to number of species and individuals. There
are 28 species of ants known to occur on Rainier
Mesa (Cole 1966). Other arthropods known to
be common by their freijuent appearance in
plot.

large one

scale clipping,

(mostly Tencbrionidae),
Jerusalem crickets (Stcnoj)ehnatus ftisciis), scorpions, and solpugids. A list of animals collected
from within the pinyon-juniper plant community at tlie Nevada Test Site is indicated by Allred, Beck, and Jorgensen in their report "Biotic
Communities of the Nevada Test Site" (1963).
Tanner and Jorgensen ( 1963) listed the reptile
species known to occur on the test site.
Of the possible predators of Sceloporus occidentalis longipes on Rainier Mesa only one
species Masticophis taeniatus, is known to feed
primarily on lizards. A large A/, taeniatus in captivity has been observed to eat four adult S.
occidentalis in a period of less than four hours.

overlap the competisites is undoubtedly more intense. No effort has been
made to studv the area of overlap, but it has
been observed in driving through the area that
a basking site on a boulder was occupied by a
member of one species one dav and by the
other species only two davs later. It is also
possible that Crotaphijtns coUaris and Crota)>hijtus wi.slizeni occur on the fringes of the range
of this population of S. occidentalis, but no
specific observations have been recorded. If
these species do overlap, it is almost certain
that the two species of Crotaplujtus prey at least
on the hatchling and juvenile of S. occidentalis.

can-traps are beetles

Three species of snakes have been collected
on or near the studv plot. One specimen of
Masticophis taeniatus was taken on the plot in
1966. Another was sighted .50 to 7.5 feet northwest of the plot in 1967. \ \er\' large Pituophis

The gopher snake, Pittiophis melanoleuciis,
and the Panamint rattlesnake, Crofalus niitchelli

ranges,

in this area of

tion for food, shelter,

and basking

stepJiensi,

are

potential

predators,

species are believed to prefer

but

both

mammals; and,

because of the few individuals observed,

it

is

Bnicu AM VoiNo University Science Bulletin

I'ii;.

1.

columns are

liiiis

plot

that

iiiiliktiv

on

year 1965 plotted for each month. Dark columns represent Rainier Mesa and
Kock Valley. The symbol = iindicates onlv a trace of precipitation. Solid and broken
the a\erage mavimum temperatures for Rainier Mesa for 1965 and 1966.

Prtcipitation

linctl

tile

for

tlu-

for

tlit'V

exert

appreciable

pre.s.siire

lizard population.

No evidence has been found to indicate
mammals prey on the lizards. However,
several species of mammals known to occur in
that

(Hayward 1965) have been reported
feed occasionally on lizards in other areas.
Coyotes are known to eat vvcsteni fence lizards
(Leach and Frazicr 1953; and Ferrel, Leach,
the area
to

and Tillotson 1953). Badgers are

also

known

to

eat lizards, although the records are for species

other than

S.

occidentaJis (op.

cit. ).

Foxes, l)ob-

and possiblv even cougars
may occasionally prey upon lizards. A shrew
killed and ate one of the lizards while they
were together in a can-trap. Perhaps shrews
kill
lizards in nature especiallv if the shrew
cats, skunks, weasels,

its hiding place when
cold and toipid. A shrew was taken alive
to the (>ivil Effects Test Operations laboratorv
in Mercury, Nevada, and kept alive for about

sliould lind the lizard in
it

is

a month.

It

showed

insects were axailable for food. We therefore
doubt that shrews prev on lizards in southern
Nevada.

Jerusalem

crickets,

fusctts,

In

insect.

Stenoj)eImatus\

we have

a

possible

predator of S. occidentaUa in nature, but we
have no evidence to show that this insect would
kill and eat lizards under circumstances other
than the unnatural confineinent of the two animals in can-traps. Ants and scorpions also killed
several small lizards w hile together in can-traps.

There are several species of birds that may
lizards. Among them the shrike, hawks,
and falcons are known to be present on Rainier
Mesa. The roadrimner has been seen in the
pinyon-juniper communit%- at lower elevations;
however, we have not seen one on the top of
Rainier Mesa.
prey on

Fah.\sites

the ravenous appetite for

which shrews are famous, but would not kill
and eat lizards as long as crickets or other

Stcnojx'hnatu.s-

and ate several lizards in can-traps, and
others were badlv injured bv this predacious
killed

()l

taiiu'd

145 lizards' stomachs examined, 41

round-worm

parasites.

Many

con-

contained

Biological Series, Vol.
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1
womi, whereas the maxiimiin was 30.
The average for those parasitized was 4.09.
Only stomachs were examined for wonn parasites. The intestines undoubtcdh' contained ad-

only

ditional parasites, but
Intestines are

Mites are
ards.

still

have not been examined.

available for examination.

common on many

Only one species

of mite

is

species of

known

liz-

to infest

Uta Stansuhkiana

S. 0. Jongipes on Rainier Mesa.
Geckohidla
tcxana Banks has been taken from lizards during

the months of May, June,

and

July.

Small ticks also have been taken from S. o.
longipes.
During a brief period in August
(15-20) of 1966, we noted that about half of all
lizards captured had one or more ticks, usually
in the region of the neck and shoulders.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This stiidv was begun in July of 1965 and
continued from 1 June to 1 September each
summer through 196S. Limited data were col-

September of 1965, 1968, and 1969.
Some sampling was done in October of 1967,
1969, and 1970 and also in April and May of
1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, and 1971. The lizards
are in hibernation from late October until early
lected in

April.

The study
methods

is

plot used for capture

on Rainier Mesa

at

and release

an elevation of

The plot is 137.25 by
600 feet) and has an area of

2,287 meters (7,480 feet).

183 meters (450 x

hectares (6.2 acres). It is in a pinyonjuniper community. The plot was staked out in
a grid with 15.25 meters (50 feet) between
2.51

stakes sometimes had to be moved
because of rocks and trees but were
always placed as near as possible to their proper
location. When the plot was established it had
10 rows of stakes in each direction, but three
rows of 10 were added to the south end of the
plot in June 1966. A can-trap was placed at the
base of each stake as near to the stake as possible and on the south side. Here again it was
sometimes necessary to compromise, but the
can was placed as near its proper location as
physical circumstances would pemiit.

stakes.

The

slightly

There

is

a

weather station about 100 meters

north of the study plot and weather data ( Fig.
3 and 4) are available for use in this study.

The
eter

mentioned above are metal
about 15 centimeters in diam-

can-traps

cylindricLil cans

and 30 centimeters deep. The cans were
ground so that the top of each can

set in the
is

level with

the

soil

surface.

The opening

of

then covered with a small sheet of
masonitc with two-inch wooden blocks so fastened to it as to form tripod legs which keep
the cover two inches above the ground surface.
The covers prevent direct sunlight from reaching the animals and also serve to keep out directly fallinsi water from rainstorms which are
the can

is

much more

frcrjuent on

the surrounding desert

Mesa than in
The covers prob-

Rainier
flats.

ably attract lizards by offering shelter and thus
increase the chances of their capture.
ers

may have an

The cov-

effect also in keeping out larger

predaceous animals. A lizard is relatively safe
in this type of can-trap for up to 56 hours. The
cans were checked at least every 48 hours except

on two occasions when AEC testing activities
prevented us from entering the area. We did
lose a few animals in the can-traps as a result
of water flowing into the traps during heavy
rains and by other animals killing the lizards.
In addition to can-trapping, lizards sighted

on or near the edge of the study plot were
captured whenever possible. Some were captured by hand, but most were caught with a
small noose of braided nylon tied to the end
of a fishing pole. This procedure will be called
noosing throughout this report.

were marked by toe clipsystem used by Tanner
(1965). Each lizard was also marked by painting a number on its back with a water-base
Captured

ping

lizards

following

the

poster paint. This

made

recognition in the field

and reduced the necessity for repeated
captures since lizards only needed to be captured occasionally to check for growth and
u'eiglit change. The paint was especially helpful
in sighting lizards clinging to tree trunks where

possible

they are usually difficult to see.

Records were kept for each lizard including
place of capture, toe-clip number, snout-to-vent
length (s-v), total length, tail regeneration,
weight, sex, and approximate age. From hatching until the first hibernation, a lizard is called
an hatchling; from emergence in the spring to
the second
juvenile;

hiberation,

the

lizard

is

called

a

and on emergence from the second

hibernation the lizard

When

is

considered an adult.

the age of a lizard was in ([uestion, a s-v
was arbitrarily considered to
length of 70
be the dividing line between juveniles and

mm
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although

adults,

marked

juveniles

have been

knov^Ti to exeeed that length in late August,

and

known

to measure less
emergenee Irom the
second hiberation in April and May.
If a lizard was captured by noosing or some
other means that would not greatly change
body temperature, its cloacal temperature was
taken with a Schultheis (juick-reading thermometer. If the lizard was c-aptured in a can-trap
where it was prevented from regulating its
temperature by its usual behavioral means, the
temperature was taken only when it would be
useful for comparison with lizards free to regu-

a

few adult

than 70

mm

lizards are

their

s-v at

tor a li/ard of

its

size.

The home range

that

is

believed to be a maximum estimate for 9.5 percent of the adult male lizards oi this population
is
1.67 acres (Fig. 5). The home range maximum estimated for females bv the same method

late.

Special notes were

abnonnal marks,

rate of

made
tail

of sears or other

regeneration, repro-

ductive condition (i.e., gravid or not gravid
during the I'gg-laying season), and behavioral
observations.

A

series of

more than 200

lizards

was

col-

lected at season intervals outside the study plot
for histological examination of the gonads. Since
most of the mating activity occurs during April
and May when it is not possible to spend more
than perhaps a weekend at the study area, it is
especially important to have other means of
determining the peak period of mating. Some
of the lizards were captured and then frozen,
others were taken to Provo alive for fixing and
sectioning of tlie gonads. The latter method was
very satisfactory, whereas the testes that were
frozen were badly disrupted and did not show

cellular detail to the desired degree.

wiTc

fi.xed in

at 7 microns,

The

testes

Houins fluid, imbedded, sectioned
and stained by Delafield's hemo-

toxylin and counter-stained with eosin. All gonads were weighed before fixing, and the fatbodies associated with the gonads of both sexes

A polvgoii reprcsfiitiiig tlir actual home range
of a malt" Sccloporiis as determined hv the eaptureree.ipture niethcid for lizard inimber 2-6. There

Fig. 5.

are 32
seasons,

is

().4S

eaptnre^

plotted

dnring

three

summer

196.5-19()7.

acres (Fig. 6).

The average home range

by the minimum polygon
method is 0..59 acres for adult males and 0.09.5
for adult females. As explained above, it is be-

area

as

estimated

lieved that the actual

home range

area

is

be-

two estimates and probablv varies
greatly with the individual lizard and the physical and biotic makeup of his home range.
Home range estimates have been made by
two methods. Thev will be referred to as (1)
the minimum polvgon method and (2) the retween

tliese

were weighed and discarded.

The stomachs

of

some

of the lizards collected

sample were examined as
to volume and kinds of food they contained.
Stomach volmue was measured by placing the
stomach content in a 10 milliliter graduated
cylinder and then adding alcoliol to the cylinder
from a burette until the stomach content was
immersed or at least floating. Both the burette
and graduated cylinder were then read to determine^ the volume of the stomach contents.
for the reproductive

Home Hange
Home

range means the area utilized by a
daily pursuits during a year and
in some individuals a lifetime. Srrloporus o.
longipes utilizes a relative small home range
lizard

in

15.25 meters
(soft.)

its

I'ig.

(1
A poKgon ^llo\^ing the outer hmits of a female
hzard liome range, number 1-14, as dctcnnined by

20

e.iptures.
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The ininiiiium polygon
method eon.si.sts of plotting capture .sites on a
graph and connecting the outennost sites with
lines to form a polygon ot three or more straight
sides. Only lizards with four or more captures
not in a straight line were used in estimating
home range. The polygon figure is then divided
into rectansiles and triansiles so that the area
capture radiu.s method.

polygon can be calculated.
For the recapture radius method the geo-

of the

metric center of all the points of capture and
considered hereafter as a recapture) is located with the capture points distributed around the point representing the

oh,ser\ation

(

center of acti\ity.

produced, as
dividual

A

figure for each lizard

figures 5

in

and

6.

capture-recapture

lizard

If

many

figures

is

in-

are

superimposed with the center of activity for
each set above a single point on a graph ( Fig.
7 and S), a figure of recapture radii for a species
or population

can

theoretically the result.

is

now be drawn

capture
circle

is

recapture points.
then the observed

thcoreticalK'

95 percent

circle

The radius of this
home range radius

an individual at the
This radius can now be used

possible

level.

A

to include 95 percent of the

to calculate the area of a hypothetical circular

home

15.25 meter

for

ft.)

(5
Ki}^.

S

The
the

range.

for all females
percent level in-

ohst-rved

rt-capture

radii

populatiiiii,

with the

9.5

dicated by the circle. There are 26 lizards captured
and recaptured 270 times. Each lizard has a

almost certain that circular home ranges
are rare or do not e.xist in nature, but it is a
It is

minimum

of at least three recaptures.

wav to estimate the approximate
size of a home range from a few captiires. The
minimum polygon method may give an indication of the actual shape of the home range if
there are a large number of recaptures. The
area estimated by the minimum polygon method
is probably less than the actual size of the home
range area. It is likely that the actual home
convenient

range,

if

it

could

be accurately determined,

would have an area between that estimated by
the recapture radius method as a maximum
and that estimated by the minimum polygon
method as a minimum. Furthennore, our data
indicates that some lizards have larger or smaller
home ranges than do others. This is perhaps
an indication of the variations occurring
terrain

in the

the habitat, availability of food, or
factors such as individual variations in
of

other
behavior.

Turner, Jennrich, and Weintraub
(1969) also concluded that the home range is
intennediate between the minimum polygon

as
recapture ratio for males in
the popul.ition, with the 9.5 percent ]ev<'I indicated
bv the circle. There are 244 captures of 19 lizards
each with a minimum of 3 recaptures included

Fig. 7.

in

The observed

the

fii^nre.

indicated by Tinkle,

McGregor, and Dana

(1962) and the recapture radius inethcxl as indicated by Jorgensen and Tanner (1963). F'urthermore, there is variation in the size and shape
of home ranges. This variance is seemingly the

Briguam Young University Science Bulletin
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result of the uih-vcii terrain and the age of individuals (size being a factor), and we believe
that there is a variation in the aggressive be-

havior

individuals,

of

particularly

which increases the area under

in

males,

same general area. Apparently, she
had moved her center of activity approximately
.55
feet between 1965 and her recaptures in
1967. There are no records of a complete change
later in the

home range in adult males; however, the
males have a much larger home range, and the
polvgon figure drawn for anv one of several
of the males would i-ncompass the enlarged
home range areas of both ot the females that
of

sur\'eillance.

There are records of a distinct change of
home range between two summer seasons. Lizard :;:;:3-16, an atliilt female, occupied a home
range of about 2.5 feet in radius during the
1966 and 1987 seasons but was captured 150-200
feet east of that range on 3 June 196S. Another
adult female, it 19, was captured six times in
1965 in an area about 200 feet into the plot from
the east side and 150 feet in from the north.
She was not captured or observed during the
1966 season. In August 1967 she was captured
approximately 1.30 feet east of A-5 on the edge
of the plot. She was recaptured three days

changed the center
range or a

of

activity'

new home range

if

in

their

home

two were estab-

lished.
is considerable o\'erlap of home ranges,
indicated by polygon figures drawn from
capture and recapture data over a three-year
period from July UJ65 through IfJ67 (Fig. 9).

There

as

Based on the considerable overlapping of the
polygons for males, one is (juite uncertain as

^>..

>-^

+

+

1

/

V
Tig.

9

\

t\|)cs

scries

of

(it

iiiu's

lioinc
.ire

tor

r.iiii;c

polN^oiis

lomcniciuc

ot

tor

mairs

lollowiiii;

(luriiii;

the o\

llic

prricKJ

rrl.ippiiit;

trcim

liiu's.

1965

tlirDiigh

1967.

Tlic

Jiffcrent
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between males.

relation.ships
concliision.s

.seem

justifiable.

Males do li\e in close proximity to other males
but do not share tlie same basking areas and
are not found together during the spring and
summer months. They occupy relatively large
areas, which apparentlv thev cannot constantly
protect; thus, other males frequentiv cross what
appear to be boundary lines and are recorded
as being in anotlier home range or having a
large area of their own which is entered by
other nearbv males. In a rough terrain where
vegetation

be

as

is

plentiful,

protectable as

in

home

ranges

desert

flats.

may
In

not
spite

apparent overlapping of home ranges,
note that males do remain in a restricted
area for several years. Data does not invalidate
the home range, but it does indicate a reduced
tendency for males to set up and virgorously
protect a large territorv to the exclusion of
other males. On the basis of the polygons ( Fig.
9 and 10) and our field observations, we believe
that there is a sort of peck order among males
of the

we

Fij^.

10.

Hdiiic r^mgt's for male Sceloporus occidentalism

ranges are plotted.

'I'lic

.\ni)

Ut.\ St.\n.siilihi.\na
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which the more dominant males essentially
younger and less
dominant males being submissive. Thus the
dominant males move freely within a large
in

rule within their territory, with

territory but protect with vigor a smaller area

which we refer to as the center of activities
and wliich includes the principal basking and
hiding areas within a given home range.
We have not observed any social order
among the females, although it may occur. Female lizards are often seen basking together,
and a male and a female lizard together on a
rock is not an uncommon sight.
The large overlapping home ranges which
are not totally defended may account for the
few encounters betwi'cn males observed by us.
The home ranges plotted for 16 males, each

which was observed for three years (Fig. 9),
shows considerable variation in size and indiof

some males enter three or four other
One wonders if there is any
territorialism, and yet we note some evidence

cates that

home
of

it

H.iiiiicr

ranges.

in

that males are not found together on

Mesa,

l(ir

llic

siimmiT of

different oiitline.s are u.sed only for eoriM-nienee of lollow

ini;

lWj7.

Twelve home

the boundaries.
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Wc

the .same rock, log, or in the same tree.
ol).st'rvc'd a fi-vv hrict encounters; however,

have

these encounters have not indicated that males
go much beyond tlieir center of activity, or

basking area, in pursuit ol anollier uiale. This
apparently leaves large areas of the home range
free for other males to move, and our polygons
indicate a considerable freedom for movement.
At first we surmised that males changed
their home range each year. We therefore plotted 12 males' home ranges for 1967 (Fig. 10)
and cami' up with about the same size and
variety of polvgons as tor the three-year plottings. We have concluded that little change
occurs except that older males may have large
areas. Females, as previously indicated, also
have overlapping home ranges. Their home
Fig. 1 ) and give
ranges are much siuallir
the distinct impression tliat they may be clustered, althouirh this mav be a coincidence.
Males bask side by side, at least in the
early spring, as they emerge from hibeniation
but are not seen together after the mating season
(

I

I'lij.

N

1

begins.

Oniv a few instances

of a lizard's de-

fending its territory or challenging the approach
of another lizard have been recorded under
natural conditions. As an example, on 5 June
1967 an adult male (—3-15) was sighted basking on the can-trap cover at stake H-12. He
was noosed, weighed, measured, his location
of recapture noted, and was released on a large
boulder a few vards awav from the stake. As is
tlie custom in this spi-cies and almost all lizards,
he soon disappeared on the opposite side of the
rock, where he was challenged and soon returned across the rock, passed the observer, and
rushed into a nearby r<K-kpile. The pursuing
lizard, rr6-7, stopped at the edge of the boulder
where he displaved bv flattening himself laterally ( Noble and Bradley, 1955 ) and bobbed several times. He showed no fear and was noosed.
Occasionally as the study plot is being worked,
males are temporarily displaced into an adjoining home range. This same type of response
mav then occur.

The

fact

tiiat

ft'w

instances

of

territorial

\

II.

Moinc

Ildiiu'
rariiics

r.iiii;('s

.ire

lor

tcmalcs Sccloponis occidcfi talis, li.iiiiicr Mesa, for the Mimmcr of 1967. Seventeen
The different outlines are iiset! onu
ominienee of folliming tlie Ixiundarics.

plotlecl.
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lizards during the three

defensive behavior have been ob.served, in spite

been recorded

of the nuinerous man-hours spent in tlie study
plot, suggests that the territories (of males) are

seasons of intensive study, but accurate

established and that trespassing by other males
may oceur, but if observed they may be chal-

has not seemed practical. Figure 9 does give
the home ranges of males. A good estimate of
the general areas in which a given lizard may

lenged bv a more dominant male. Our data was
gathered primarily during June, July, and August, with only limited observaions during April
and Mav during the breeding season when territories mav be more meaningful. However, our
limited data for the early spring does not appear
to be different from that recorded for June, although intensive field work for an extended
period of time has not been done.

Attempts have been made to determine how
the home range is utilized by a lizard. It appears that Scelo}>orus occidentalis Ionaij)es is a
rather sedentary lizard, spending most of its
time basking in sunlight or loafing in the shade

according
the time.

to
If

rojuirements

temperature

its

a suitable prey

is

at

seen, the lizard

it. If no prey appears,
only a few feet in several
hours. No active foraging or scratching in the
soil for prey has been observed. Lizards have
been observed to run rapidly for 10 feet or
more, snatch an insect or spider, and then run

moves

(juickly to capture

may mo\e

the animal

rapidly back to a basking place. A lizard suddenly
disturbed and caused to flee in a direction that
will lead away from its home range soon be-

comes confused.

Its

apparent unfamiliarity with

new terrain induces an immediate return
home range and the familiar area where

to the

hiding

places are available.

A most interesting phenomenon is the great
consistency of nearly all individuals to stay in
a given area for three or more years without
any indication that they have changed in the
least

their

have made

made

the

center of activity. Those few who
a noticeable change seem to have

move

to a

new

center of activity early

and certainly before the mating
period begins. This consistency of homing is
also remarkable inasmuch as some home ranges
are made available for readjustments by the

in

the spring

death of old lizards. Presumably, these areas
are taken up or expanded into by the rising
generations of hatchlings and juveniles, but we
have no evidence that established adults apprecial)Iy

expand

their

home

ranges.

Behavior

The home range of an animal is generally
defined as the area utilized by an animal in
its search for food, mates, and shelter (Tinkle
1967). Capture and observation localities have

of

all

for

of the boundaries

of each

mapping

home range

be found can be made, usually with reasonable
accuracy. The common practice of showing
capture locations and connecting the outermost
sites with lines gives some idea of home range,
but this by no means shows its precise boundaries or the extent to which the various portions
of the home range are used (e.g., basking,

The latter information
).
very difficult to obtain because the animals
are so sluggish and may remain on a single rock

loafing, foraging, ect.
is

three

feet

across

for

several

hours.

Most

at-

tempts at observing daily activities have been
frustrating. Watching a single animal for the
recjuired amount of time to describe a daily
schedule is tedius. Attempts to keep two lizards
under observation at one time have not been
successful. One can watch a lizard for two to
three hours and then take his eyes away for
ten seconds only to find the lizard gone when
he again turns his eyes to the lizard's location.
We have noted upon many occasions that a
basking lizard does not take flight until a moving object approaches. Rapid movement is more
apt to frighten than a slow-moving object.
Therefore, a lizard may respond to a movement
of the

head that had been motionless since

its

appearance. When a lizard moves down from
a basking place, one loses sight of it between
rocks or in vegetation and often cannot spot it
again without approaching so closely as to
frighten the lizard into taking cover. Brief notes

have been made of observations on individual behavior. Examples given below are taken
directly from our field book (August 1967).
occidentalis #5-15 (a large fesighted ba.sking on a .small rock nnrthof
iMst
H-12 at approximately 9:50 a.m.
then continued eheeking ean-traps). At
(1
1:05 p.m. she was at the southwest eonier of
.Sc<7()/)ori(.v

rn lU-

a

)

nearby large boulder.
I walked too elose to her at 1:40, and she

moved

to

the

northeast faee of the bonlder.

She had mosed less than six ft'et by 1:.50 (i.e.,
from her 1:05 location).
At 2:24 she mo\ed south 1-2 feet into the
sunlight for two to three minutes and then
ran across tlie top of the boulder toward the
west. She stopped on the southwest comer of
the boulder in a shaded spot.
2:32 p.m.

Moved about one

foot

—

still

in the

shade.

2:36 p.m.
2:39 p.m.

Moyed about six inches into sun
Moved north along west side out

of sight.
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2:41

dm

.Stopped

p.m.

the

comer

northeast

of the boulder in the shade.

Moved

2:5.5 p.m.

into sun.

Moveil around to the nort]iea.st
face of houldcr whieli is in the shade.
Moved onto the tree nearest the
.3:15 p.m.
big boulder on the east.
This li/ard is extremely wary, and although
1
was about 40 feet away she still may have
been disturbed bv my presence. She was never
observed to e;it or show interest in fcxxl during

2:56 p.m.

oliserv.itioiis.

these

There was ample tiiiii- for her to warm up
and feed prior to the first sis^hting at 9:.50 a.m.
Slie may also have fed between 9:50 a.m. and
1 :()"3
p.m. The following is another note covering tliree hours of observation of i±5-13 on 5

August 1967.

Two
made

19 July

same

I()()7

—

lizard:

an attempt to
spend the night.
occidctitdlis

S.

feet

#5-15

sighted

in

tri'e

.30

northwest of H-12 at 7:15 p.m.

S:0() p.m.
is

Tlie sun

is

li.ingiiig,

still

going down and #5-15
head down, on the

trunk.
S:2(i p.m.
is

She

turned

.iround

her

so

head

up.

8:35 p.m.

She moved

dark to see her).

(I

heard her.

It

shinetl a liglit

1

is

too

on the

tree to find that she had moved up
about one foot.
9:00 p.m. It is much too dark to follow her
The flashligfit shows her
if she moves.
to still be clinging to tlie free trunk.
Apparently she is going to spend the

to four feet at

each ob-

of adult lizards toward each
thev chance to meet in the course of

The behavior
other

if

normal activities is of interest. Soon after emerging from hibeniation males set up a home
range or center of activity and become antagonists. Thus, ;ui encounter between males results
in a bobbing contest with the blue belly patch
exposed by each. This display of bobbing and
flattening of the
for

i:ist

bodv

to

expose the blue

may

only a few moments or may be carried

for several minutes.

phvsical combat. In
nists

7:00 p.m.
obstTXe lizards preparing to

arrived at the plot at

in

moved about two

ing

servation.

on

days later another behavioral note was

of the

top of the rock and basked, even though direct
was interrupted somewhat by cloud
cover. She was observed again ;it 10:32 a.m.,
12:18 p.m.. and 1:15 p.m. still b;isking but hav-

simlight

fled.

In

We

did not observe a
one of the antagoencounters of females

cases,

all

contrast,

and of females with males did not produce any
outward excitement e.xcept during the mating
season when males would go into their bobbing
of head and body push-ups. Only rarely did we
observe such activities on the part of females.
The aggressive displays of males toward
each other is not the same as in the case of
the supposed courtship displays of the male
toward the female. In the fonner, a greater
flattening of the body, an arching of the back,
and an exposure of the blue on the belly is most
apparent. .Although males through their bobbing
before a fcm;de do expose the blue, it does not
appear to be done with the same intensity. The
aggressivi- behavior of males as well as the sex

recognition response seems to be tied to a sight
of the bodv color and/or color

night in the tree.

recognition

On
served

20 Jnlv a female lizard ii3-17 was obto

take

slielter

under

a

and reShe was well

mained there as darkness fell.
under the rock when it was necessary
a light to

On

.see

patterns.

roek

Heat Recjuirements and Temperature Relations

to use

The

her.

7 August a lizard

it5-20 wa.s observed
under tiie edge of a flat rock at S:07 p.m. No
attempis were made at ()l)taiiiiiig c-lose observa-

hopes that
by
she would remain as .she was and might be seen
emerging the following morning. At 6: 2.5 a.m.,
8 August, the sun was not up and the temperature was 58° P^ at the nearbv weather station.
The sun appeared at 6:.'i0 a.m. At that time
the soil temperature was 14.4°C. By 8:45 a.m.
the soil temperature was 20.2°. At 8:50 a.m. the
head and toreleg of a lizard were seen emerging
from imder the rock where ±:5-20 was seen the
previous evening. It was not until 9:20 a.m. that
the lizard emerged eompletelv and was seen
to be zr5-20. At 9:55 a.m. she moved up to the
tion or observation

a flashlight in

ability of ScelojHinis occidentalis long-

ipes to absorb sunlight
its

active

and warm the body

to

temperature while the air
noticeable. The range of body

(optimal)

remains cool is
temperature for
21.6° to .37.0-C.

all

active lizards

The average

measured was

for adult

males

is

and adult females .321) (Table 1). These
temperatures were recorded for lizards that had
been free to regulate their temperature and
.3.3.0

Table

I.

lizards

Range of temperatures recorded
(Sceloporus)

Minimum
Male .\dults
Female .\dults
Male Juveniles
Female Juveniles

for

on the Rainier study

21.2
21.6
19.2
22.2

M;L\imum
36.2
37.0
36.9
36.2

:utive
plot.

Average
32.9
32.9
.34.0

34.0
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were captured hv means that would not ijreatlx'
alter their body temperatures. The time at which
temperature was taken was recorded, and usually the temperature of the air and substrate
were recorded tor the same time (as nearly
as one thermometer would pennit). Occasionally, body temperature was taken on a lizard
in a can-trap for comparison purposes. Usually
a lizard found in a can had been there overnight. .Mthougii the cans are only a foot deep
the temperature at the bottom of the can is

much

cooler than the air or the soil surnot unusual for the temperature of a
lizard in a can-trap to be 10-20 degrees below
that of a lizard free to bask and absorb solar
energy. On 7 June 1967 two lizards from can-

usually

face. It

traps

is

showed temperatures

\

of 17

and

17.4° at

noosed nearbv
at 10:1.5 a.m. had a body temperature of 32.4°.
During the three summer months we found
that most lizards emerging from their oyernight
hiding places ha\e body temperatures yarving
appro.ximatelv 10:.30 a.m.

lizard

between 15 and 20 \ and this accounts for the
low temperatures recorded from lizards noosed
soon after thev appear on rocks.
Temperature obseryations made on lizards
found in cans and then noosed between one-half
and one hour later indicate that at this study
plot body temperatures can be increased or
lowered 10 to 15 degrees in a short period of
time. As an example: A juvenile female (62
mm) rr 1-2-9 was found in a can-trap at 11:03
a.m. Cloacal temperature at that time was 24.3
degrees. She was released and after being free
to bask was noosed at 11:47 a.m. At this time
the cloacal temperature was 35.6 degrees. In
44 minutes the body temperature had increased
to near the ma.ximum temperature voluntarily
tolerated by this population. At 12:45 the lizard
was sought for a further temperature observation and was again found in the can-trap and
with a cloacal temperature of 2.5.4. It is not

known how long it had taken the lizard to lose
that much heat, but it is known to be less than
an hour.

We

have observed that earlv in June and
after the middle of .August the lizards are more
often seen on the ground. During the warmer
part of the summer, lizards are seen in trees
more often than earlier in the spring or later
in the summer and fall. It is also significant

drop off noticeably durthe summer.
air temperature seldom
if ever exceeds .32°C which is within the activity range of S o. low^ipes. The lizards warm
themselves to the desired body temperature and
that can-trap captures

wanner part of
On Rainier Mesa the

ing the

and Uta Stan.suuriana

()c:c:ii)Entali.s

then simply

move

possible

not

for

shaded

into a

other
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lizard

area.

species

This
in

is

the

nearby desert flats where air temperatures may
and soil surface temperatures do exceed tolerance. They must go underground or find heavy
shade where it is cooler. Many observations
of such actions have been noted. During late
June and through July and early August the
fence lizards spend a great deal of time in trees.
They typically move from areas of sunlight to
shade to maintain their desired body temperature and feed on insects that are on the trunk
and branches of the tree. Our observations as
reported above definitely indicate the possibility
that lizards probalxilv do spend the night in
trees during the warmest part of the summer.
Thev may return to the ground to spend the
night in the safety of crevices

in

the rocks; but,

they do, thev appear to go directly to the
trees in the morning with very little, if any,
if

basking on the ground or on rocks.
S.

o.

Ion<ii])cs

exhibits a distinct

color with changing temperature
ditions.

Lizards

emerging

from

and

change

in

light con-

their

hiding

places on cool mornings appear to be nearly a

During the warmer part of a sumare lighter in color and the dark
pattern markings on the back can be seen in
contrast to the lighter ground color.
solid black.

mer day they

Rasking

lizards,

usually

observed

in

the

morning hours, are darker in color than those
which have reached their optimum temperature and do not need to remain continuously
in the direct sunlight.

Lizards observed in shade

or broken shade or those taken from can-traps

are invariably lighter in ground color than those
observed while basking. Although some excep-

may

is thought that the darkenbrought about by a combination of low body temperature in the presence
of light and that it serves a useful function in

tions

occur,

ing of the skin

it

is

increasing absorption of solar radiation so that
the lizards
are

still

removed from can-traps (while they
and still have the light color pat-

cool

and placed on a rock for basking require
only a few minutes to change to the darker or
"basking" color phase. Although there is a minitern)

mum

of conditions that effect such changes
such as air temperature, intensity of light, body
temperature), lizards permitted to bask for about
five minutes have developed the basking color
(

phase.

The length

of time a lizard basks or retains

the basking color phase varies with the season

and the fluctuations of daily weather. In .'\pril
and into May basking may be an all-day activity. However, as the days become longer and
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wanner

there

is

one may expect

a

rediiction

to see

them

in

tlie

time that

in full light

on the

top or side of a rock or tree trunk. A lizard
usually does not leave its basking area but
merely seeks the shaded side of a rock or the
soon disshade of an ovcrluiiii'liis/ hush.

We

that basking lizards were more easily
noosed than those who were warm and in
shaded areas. The highest temperatures recorded came from backing lizards. Those noosed
later in the day from partially shaded areas were
usually between 30° and 34°'C.

c-overed

REl^liOlJUCTION
Male Cycle:

We

haye not been able

to

during the months of April
collcel
and May, but did collect Scelojwnis occiclentalis
from Rainier Mesa during the first week of
April 19aS and on 12 April 1^)69. Tlie temperalarge series

was 7.2°C at noon (4 April) and there was
snow in patches on the nortli side of trees and
rocks. The April samplings produced only male
that
males emerge from
indic'atirig
lizards,
ture

hibernation earlier than the females. Woodbury
state that the males
( 194.5

and Woodbury

)

emerge about two
than the females and establish
territories during that period. If this is the case
with S'. occidcntiilis, they may haye just emerg-

of

Scelo])orus

weeks

f^raciou.su.s

earlier

for there was no indication that territories
had been established. It was found that several
males were basking side by side; and, on turning

ed,

over a small rock to capture a lizard known to
have taken shelter under it, a total of four male
lizards was found.

The males, on emerging from hibernation,
have greatly enlarged testes when compared to
the ,size of the testes during the summer months.
They are sufficiently enlarged as to be easily
detected by palpation. The testes of some lizards
collected in April and early May constituted as
much as 4-5 percent of total body weight. Histological

during July and August (Fig. 12). The testes
begin to enlarge in late .\ugust and continue
to enlarge until the lizard goes into hibernation.
The limited data available for late September
and October indicati's that an increase in the
size of the testes continues to the time of hibernation. An examination of the histological slides
of the gonads shows a progressive thickening
of the seminiferous tubules from late August
into October. In earh' September, tubules have
approximately 9 or 10 circles of cells; however,
by early October several more rows have been
added, and it appears that most of the cells
which are to be used in the fonnation of mature
spennatozoa the next spring are fonned. We
note 14-16 rows of cells in the tubules in midApril. The maximum size is reached in April,
although a late spring such as 1969 may push
this part of the cycle into early May. We did
not find mature spermatozoa in the epididymus
until early May (196S). A.ssuining that 1968 was
at least an average spring if not earlier than
most, we believe mating occurs primarily during the month of May. For exceptional years it

may

occur

in

late

.\pril

or be continued into

early June.

is

Correlated with the enlargement of the testes
the enhirgement of the fat-bodies. Tliis paral-

examination of the testes of lizards

taken in .April shou- spennatogenesis with many
spennatids, but no spermatozoa.
On 5 May 1968 a series of seven lizards was

one female. The testes or
were larger but made up a smaller proportion of the body weight because the
lizards were older and had a greater average
body weight. The testes and epididymi in this
scries contained many mature spermatozoa; in
fact, the epitlidvmi were greatly enlarged and
compacted with spennatozoa. Mating therefore
must occur in late April and May, with some
late mating possibly (x-eurring in early June. No
mating has been observed in June, although
some courting behavior was observed.
In adult male lizards the testes decrease in
size from their inaxinmm in ,\pril to
minimum
collected, including

the

May

series

;i

e60O

Imi;.

.

rhf weight of testes plotted in milligram.s.
ilata were olitaiiied from lizards taken in
.\|)ril and through tlie sniniiier and into October.
.\
disirepanev of ;il)ont ()..'> milligram occurs be12.

I

liese

luceii

till'

(Xtolier .uid

.\|)ril

wciglits.
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Scei.opohus Occidentalis and

cknelopiiR'iit begins in late Augu.st

and con-

tinues into April. A.s the testes reacii their

mum

do

so also

size,

the fat-bixlies.

nia.xi-

They begin

and are greatly remating season. There

their decrease at this point

duced by the end

of

tlie

a general belief that fat-bodies function as a
storage of energy for the deyelopment of reproductive products. This may be true in some
species of lizards; howeyer, our data indicates
is

that the fat-bodies remain large until the spermatozoa begin to mature. At this time, the epididymus becomes enlarged and the testis begins
to lose volume. Our in\estigations have not been
extensi\e enough to preclude the possibility
of some energy flow from fat-bodies to gonad;
however, the anatomical changes and physiological responses have indicated that much of
the stored energy is used by males during the
mating period. It is during this time that both
the testes and fat-bodies begin to decrease in
volume and the epididymi are filled with ma-

ture spermatozoa.

After the

volume of viable spemi
is

of June, the

greatly reduced and

become

smaller. July through
a period of testicular (juiescence,

the testes rapidly
early August

is

first

and the fat-bodies are small if at all present.
By late August an increase in the size of the
testes is obscr\able, and the fat-bodies are again
beginning to develop. Thus a new cycle has
begun.

Female Cycle: As noted above, males emerge
do females. We have

until approximately the first of
considerably more males are seen than
females. Our observations indicate that few
females appear until late April or early May.
This delay seemingly pemiits the males to establish or reestablish a territory before the

observed that

May

emergence

of the females.

examination
At this date,
were examined.

earliest spring date for the

of the female cycle

two adults

(s-v

i.s'

5

May

196S.

74 and 77)

measuring 5.3 and 2.7 mm in
Data available do not
indicate the extent of egg volking, if any, nor
the amount of volking, if any, that may occur in
late September and shortly before or by the
time they enter hibernation. However, we have
detennined that volking is not extensive in the
fall nor in females we have examined in early
spring. It is soon after emergence in late April,
during May and June, and until the time of egg

They had

follicles

diameter,

respectively.

laving in early July that a continuous yolking
and growth of the eggs occur.

We

also note that

included

do not
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tojlicics; however, in some females a few may
begin \olking and remain in the ovary after
the yolked eggs are laid. Such a phenomena
caused us to speculate that perhaps more than
one clutch is laid per year. We have found
no data to support such a supposition, neither
by sacrificing lizards continuously during June
through mid-August nor from our data gathered
from marked individuals in our study plot.
In the females the fat-bodies increase in
size during the fall months and are large when
thev emerge from hibernation in the spring.
The reduction in size occurs during the period

of egg yolking. We have concluded that the
energy stored in fat-bodies is used primarily
to provide a rapid yolking of the eggs and is
perhaps occurring at the same time the males
are expending considerable energy in the pro-

tection of territories as well as in the (juest for

mates and mating. The reduction

in

the size

two
and by July both the gonads and the
fat-bodies have been greatly reduced in size.
.Although we have not calculated the weight

of fat-bodies occurs simultaneously in the
sexes,

differentials for the fat-bodies during the year,

they appear to have a cycle which

is

not only

similar to but parallels the seasonal changes ob-

served in the gonads (Fig. 12).

Two

methods of detennining the time of egg
were used. Whenever female lizards
were captured on the study plot, they were
palpated to determine whether or not they were
gravid. If eggs could be detected, the fact was
recorded. If a female was captured during the
season of egg laying and was found not gravid,
a note stated that she was not gravid. In this
way succeeding captures gave fairly precise
infonnation as to the time of egg laying. Time
of egg laying is known within two days for several females. For others, the time between captures is longer, and only close approximation
of the date is possible. The other method used
to give an indication of laying time was the
capture of lizards from outside the plot to be
laying

earlier in the spring than

The

Uta Stanshoriana

in

yolk.

some

follicles

which are

those clustered around the ovary

These are usually retained

as small

examination of the reproductive
eggs were
laid. For example, from a group of four gravid
females captured 14 June 1967, two were sacrificed for examination and two that appeared
to be nearer to laying were placed in terraria
and fed until they laid their eggs. Of the two
that were opened, one had 15 oviducal ova and
the other had 12. Of the remaining two, one
laid 13 eggs on 28 June 1967. These eggs were
placed in a glass jar containing about an inch
of moist silica sand, and a mason jar lid with
the central disc inverted was tightly screwed
sacrificed

for

tract or placed in terraria until their

KmcuAM VouNc
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on

Tliis

it.

tight.

provided a c-ontainer that would
but was not c-omplett'ly air

nioisturc

retain

Tlu-

jar

containing

the

egg.s

wa.s

then

placed on a shelf in the laboratory where all
eggs hatched 25 August 1967. The room temperature although not constant ranged l)etween
70-75° F. The weights and measurements of the
eggs are shown in Table 2. The other lizard did
not lav her eggs until 14 July 1967. The clutch
consisted of 14 eggs and weighed 7.48 grams,
with an average weight of 0.53.5 grams each.
This compares with 0.6.30 grams each in the
previously mentioned clutch. The second female
apparently retained her clutch much longer than
she would have in nature. It mav also be that
she was undernourished at a time when nutrition was critical in the development of the eggs
since she did not ade(juately feed during her
confinement. None of the eggs hatched, although each showed the pink area that indicates a developing embryo at the time of laying.
Talilr 2.

Number and weight
(1967)
ratory.

Number
in

of e
clutch

for

of ova at time of laying

three clutehe.s laid

in

the labo-
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weeks; the
extremes.

\'ol.
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given

No. 4

ScELorouu.s Occidentalis and

above represent the

Size of individual eggs and the

numbers

in a chitch

ova were measured soon after they
The average
length for all was 1.3.96 mm with an average
diameter of 8.165 mm. Three clutches were
weighed soon after they were laid. A total of
37 eggs averaged 0.53S g (Table 2).
Sixty-five

were

laid in the laboratory in 1967.

Clutch size has been determined by retaining
gravid females in the laboratorv until the eggs
have been laid and by sacrificing obviously
gravid females and counting the yolking or
oviducal eggs. These methods were necessary
because eggs in nature are most difficult to
find. Although we have looked for eggs in the
field, we ha\e not found a single clutch. The
largest clutch layed contained 15 and the smallest 7 eggs. There is a correlation between the
number of eggs produced and the size of the
female. Small females arc presumed to be the
younger ones in the population and to produce
fewer eggs their first reproductive year. Two

mm

S3 and 85
s-v, laid 14 and 15 eggs,
two, 76 and 77, respectively laid 11 and 10, and
two, 72 and 73, each laid 9 eggs (1967). Data
lizards

concerned with clutch size, dates of egg laying
(in the laboratorv) and the size of some females
are presented in Table 3.

Data summarized from 15 clutches laid and
from oviducal eggs examined in sacrificed lizards indicate that we might expect an average
of 11 to 12 eggs to be laid by each adult resident
Table

3.

Clutch size and date liid. Females were
from Rainier Mesa, near the study plot, and
all eggs were laved at the Mercury base

(CETO)
Eggs

in

laboratory-.

U ia Stansirihiana
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Table 4.
Population stnieture based on marked lizards
1965-1967.

Year

—
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we observed more adult females than
males on the plot. Assuming that the tcrritorialism of males keeps them within a home range
and tlnis with much k'ss slutting ahout. we can
arrive at a near balanee between males and
females by subtracting 9 from the 40 adult females known to be on the plot at some time
during the summer, giving us a near balance
of 29 males to 31 females. In 1967 we did not
find a large number of females (3) coming
onto the plot during June. Our only explanation of this is that there was a large population
of juveniles in UJ67 and tew in 1966. Whether
this increase in population at this level of the
population affected their nesting habit is onlv
reasons,

speculation.

we assume that the adult temak' populaon the study plot ranges from 25 to 35
females, then we may estimate that during an
If

tion

average year approximatelv '30 clutches of eggs
be laid. In other words, between 30<) and
400 eggs are produced to insure a continuous
population on a si.x to seven-acre area.
will

Hatchlings

The tcmi
part of the

hatchliiig

life

is

used to designate that

of a lizard from the time of

The

earliest record of a hatchling in the
9 August 1966. (There were no hatchlings found on the plot in 1965; plot closed 9
September.) Two more were taken 13 August,
and newly hatched lizards were still being captured when the can-traps were closed 4 September 1966. In 1966 we marked 77 hatchlings. The
first hatchling recorded for U)67 was marked
on 23 August, which seems to corroborate an
earlier statement that the season was later in
1967 than in the previous year. New hatchlings
continued to appear until September 11 when
field

plot

was

hatchlings.

to

minimum

Till'

vent

A

closed.

brief

and weighed 0.72

hatching does continue
during favorable years.
In
slightly

U)66

there

were

g,

into

less

indicating
late

that

September

precipitation

and

warmer temperatures

(Fig, 4), fai-tors
which not only lead to an earlier date for hatching but also a longer period, thus increasing the

of none. For this

and perhaps other

less

obvious

size

tin-

recorded for a hatchling

was s-v 26 mm and a weight of
0.33 g. From several clutches hatched in the
laboratory, the smallest was 22 mm s-v, and
with a weight of 0.48 g. The largest hatchling
in

the

fii'ld

known to have been less than 24 hours old
was hatched in the laboratory, measured 28 mm
s-v, and weighed 0.90 g. Part of this weight
can be accounted for by the fact that the umliilical cortl was still attached. It is seemingly
than 24 hours old
the laboratory are
generally smaller in snout-xent length and heavier in weight than the hatchling lizards captured
in the field. This suggests that young hatchlings
with a (juantitv of yolk still in the mid-gut may
remain relatively inactive for a few days before
digging out to the surface; during this time,
those hatched in the field may grow in length
and decrease in weight. .\t least, such a conclusion seems plausible based on the weights
a

fact

that

hatchlings less

and from eggs hatched

in

and measurements ot hatc-lilings hatched in the
laboratory in contrast to those examined at the
study plot. Tlie size and weight of 20 hatchlings measured shortly after hatching are listed
in

for

Table

5.

A summarization

of

measurements

observed on the study plot is
Table 6. In order to indicate gen-

hatchlings

recorded

in

5.
Size ;iinl weight of labonitorv hatchling.s
mea.surements taJcen 24 hours ;ifter hatching.

Tahle

is

In 1967 we marked 26
sampling trip to the plot on
7 October 1967 produced 12 hatchlings during
a 24-hour periexl with the can-traps open. One
of the hatchlings measured only 29 mm snout

the

ni'sting season to

its

hatching in August and September until it enters
hibernation for the first winter. In order to
designate them as separate entities, the next
spring they are referred to as juveniles.

toward the end of
be successfully hatched.

possibility for eggs laid

Number and

BioLooiCAi. Series,

Table

6.

Number

A

\'()i,.

15.

No. 4

Sc:elopohu.s Ocx;ii)eni

ai.is

.xnd

Via

St.vn.shuhiana

summ;iry of mea.siircnients taken from hatchlings marked on the Rainier Me.sa study plot 1966-70.
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1967 (1-15, Table 10) measure out at
32(40.1)43, whereas a series of 8 taken in June
(1-13) 1968 measured ,34(44.6).50. On the basis
of these and confirming data for otlier years,
we conclude that most hatcldings liibernate
in s-v length and emerge
before reaching 40
1-15, depenchng on year) at about
in April

June

mm

(

Table

10.

lengtli;

.Specimen

Growth during .summer (1967)
.second

figure

— weight

in

for

gram.s.

marked

length. We recognize that these figvary from year to year and suspect
in s-v before
that few juveniles reach 50
mid-June. During favorable springs, growth begins in April and continues to accelerate during
\lay. Juvenile growth is rapid and uninterrupted

same

this

ures will

mm

until

liz.ird

they reach at least 60 to 65

with

,i

known

age.

First

figure

mm. Thus

— snont-vent

Biological Series,

from Juno

\'ol.

15.

to Septoinher

No. 4

Sceloi'OHUS Occidentai.i.s and

15 the juvenile lizard

increases its s-v k'ugth b\' about 65 percent and
it is about four times as heavy.
As with adults, juveniles spend considerable
time basking in the spring and fall and during
the earlv morning hours throughout the summer.
Temperatures taken indicate tliat this age group
may maintain a higher average body temperature for more Iiours of the dav than is the case
for adults (Table 6). By controlling the temperatures tlirougli basking, and with an abundance
of food as indicated below, the rate of metabolism is perhaps greater, thus providing for the
rapid growth rate observed in juveniles. We also
note that the greatest rate of growth (in 1967)
occurred during June, Julv, and the first part
of August but with a noticeable slowing down

during

August,

late

and

(Fig.' 13

Sexual

14

September,

and Table

matiiritv

is

and October

of regeneration pemiits the lizard to duplicate
almost perfectly tlie lost part, at least insofar

and outward appearance

as size

The

tions

may

The
September

or October just before the juveniles enter their

value of the

real

tail

to

is

concerned.

these lizards

is

perhaps not entirely known, but the fact that
it is regenerated so completely and at a rapid
pace suggests that its presence is of value.
Tinkle (T967) in his considerations of tail regeneration in Uta believes that tail breakage
is a part of an escape mechanism as well as an
organ for balance. Similar functions for the
tail are perhaps also true for Scclo])oms. We
note that the tail may also be used by these
lizards for the storage of food. At least lizards
deprived of food lose considerable substance
from the tail before there is a noticeable reduction in the vigor of the individual. Other func-

10).

reached by

25

Uta Stan.shuhiana

yet

become apparent.

rate of regeneration

is

variable.

Our data

suggests a more rapid rate during the summer
when the rate of metabolism is generally high

second hibernation. We note that in males the
gonads arc increasing in size as indicated in
figure 10 and that such males do produce
mature sperm the next spring. Although most
juveniles measured during September and October are not yet 70 mm in s-v length a few
have reached the size of small adults, and most
reach 70
bv or before June of the next

Figure 14 indicates a growth curve for five
years. The curve includes a large number of
individuals for the first two years but a conreducing number thereafter. These
tinuallv
curves are also based on averages. Size variation
among individuals of a given age group even

spring.

to vary at least 10

mm

Adults
are sexually mature are conbe adults. This stage in the life
cycle is reached in most males as they enter
the second hibernation. We have no data to
indicate that anv remain as juveniles after they
emerge from the second hibernation. Size is also
a factor and, although we have previously indicated a size of 70 mm s-v to signify adulthood, some juveniles, particularly males, emerge
as sexually mature individuals with a size slightly less than 70 mm.
Two males taken on 9 April 1968 had s-v
lengths of 64 and 67 mm; yet both had greatly
enlarged testes and were considered to be
breeding males. By late April and certainly before eggs are laid in June, few if any sexually
mature lizards are less than 70 mm in s-v length.
Adults reach a s-v size varying between 70
and 92 and in total length from 150 to 199 mm.
Lizards of this size have a \ariation in extreme
weights of approximately 10.0 to .31.0 g. The
longest lizard measured was a female; however,
the heaviest was a male.
Many adults (18 percent in 1967) have regenerated tails. This remarkable phenomenon

Lizards

sidered

to

that

and the days are

after

two years

longer.

is

considerable and

mm

in s-v length.

that averages of age groups

show

known
The fact

is

a continuous,

although slower, increase in size suggests that
we might expect most individuals to continue
to grow as long as they arc in good health.

We have noted that the older lizards seem
hibernate before the hatchlings and juveniles. However, two adult lizards taken in October 196.S and 1970 were not healthy. The latter,
ii:7-L5, was marked as a hatchling on 17 August
1966 and recaptured for the last time on 16
to

October 1970. At the last capture it was 85 mm.
Alin s-v length and at least 50 months old.
though vigorous, it was emaciated and in poor
health. An autopsy revealed an obvious intestinal infection.

Our study

did not cover sufficient years for

us to state with certainty the longevity of the
oldest

individuals

indicate

that

not

of

this

many

It

does

beyond the

fifth

population.

live

year and relatively few are known to have
reached an age of five years. Dat;i for lizards
marked as hatchlings or juveniles (where an
age can be estimated within a few weeks) have
given us several females known to have been
gravid for four consecutive years. Such individuals would be at least six years old and we
suspect some to be older. There is, therefore,
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data to demonstrate a lone;evity of
years hut with a progressive and
rapid thinning of individuals of the age groups
older than four vears.
suFficicnt
five

to

six

Young adults hreed and
when they are 21

lay the first cluleh

23 months old.
This is in contrast to I'ta who lay eggs the first
year. Thus, when lizards are approximately two
years old, their first generation of hatehlings
are emerging (August and September). We
have indieated that a pressure is seemingly
exerted on the adults by the large numbers of
hatehlings and juveniles which appear in the
population each year. If such pressures are
assumed lo be responsible for maintaining a
relativelv unih)rin balance in the size of the
population, we would expect that anv reduction
in the numbers of the vounger age groups would
be reflected bv slight variations in the numbers
of eggs

lo

Such general
1965 and 1966,
two years in which considerable variation in
numbers occurred in the vounger age groups
(Table S). However, we did not record a noticeable reduction in the numbers of the older
age groups in the spring of 1966, and tlie largest number of hatehlings was observed that
summer (1966) than tor anv other vear. This
of older lizards in the population.

conclusions

mav

well except for

fit

not necessarilv be

tlu-

result of

more and

liowever, it does suggest an
inherent population resilience which permits
the population to maintain an adult breeding
population capable of withstanding adverse
or larger adults;

conditions for short periods of time and thus
to maintain a

In Table

breeding population.

the approximate date of egg
laying and the differential in weight of females
before and after egg laying is given.
at1

1

We

tempted to correlate these weights and measurements with thost- taken from actual clutches
laid and measured in the laboratory. Although

we can
possilile

T.il)lc

11.

see

some

similarity in weights,

lo cslimale

Field

data

accuratelv the
showiiig

it

is

number

not
of

eggs laid based on the difference in weights
of a female before and after the eggs are laid
in the field. Several factors interfere, such as
the difference in the size of eggs, the loss of
fluid at ihe time of laving and general reduction

bodv weight which may have resulted trom
energv spent in "nesting" or the reduction of or
abstinence from feeding during the period immediatelv preceding and following the laying of
eggs. In two instances (Table 11), females
weighed two and seven days between egg laying
have shown a loss in weight of more than 11
grams. We do not have records of entire
clutches weighing more than 8.26 grams, and
it is therefore considered to be more reasonable
to assume that the three plus grams in weight
loss resulted from other causes as indicated
al)o\c However, both females were large and
may have laid more than 14 or 15 eggs, which
is
the largest number observed bv us in anv
one clutch. If larger clutches are laid this
mav also account for the discrepancies in
in

weight. Fitch
1970) reports the largest clutch
for this species to be 13 eggs.
(

Population Structure

The

structiuc of the population \aries from

Table 4 Theoreticallv, one would
suppose that the numbers of hatehlings, juveniles, and adults could be estimated if the approximate population stnicture is known for a
tew vi'ars. This mav be possible within broad
limits it the adaphic factors of the environment
were less variable. However, with the considerable variation not only in annual rainfall but
vear to vear

also with

(

)

.

in

tem-

more

criti-

the considerable fluctuation

perature, particularly in

some

of the

months, estimations are seemingly not sufmeaningful to be worth the effort, parlicularh' it one atti'uipts to evaluate the entire
popukition. Perhaps the most stable part of the
population is the adults; at least we have found
less variation each summer in the number of
cal

ficientlv

uoight difffrcntials of female

liz.irds

liefiire

and

after eggs

are laycd.
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with
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Sc;ELoroHus Occhjentalis and

number

greater variation in the

juveniles and

liatehiings.

Based on our can-trap counts, five small
vertebrates occur on the study plot.
Lizards are most often caught in the following
order: Scelojwnts, Uta, and Etinwces. Two

Table 14. Bioma.ss of Sceloporus
studv plot for August 1967.

terrestrial

mammals

are occasionally caught, with Peromtjscus most often seen, but with a shrew seen
occasionallv. Only a few snakes have been seen

and we ha\e not made
walking tlirough

the

by
most common

a bird census. Thus,

the

plot,

small vertebrates seen would be lizards.
The size of the lizard population varies not
only as to numbers but also as to age group.

Thus,

if

one

detennine the biomass of

to

is

SceIoj)onis on
as

the plot he should be specific
date because there is a continual

the

to

growth of juveniles and adults plus the usual
adding of hatchlings in late summer which provides for a constant fluctuation of the biomass.

In Tables
for adults

12, 13,

known

to

and 14, the average weight
be resident on the plot dur-

ing 1966 and 1967 is tabulated. It is noted that
both males and females averaged heavier in
1967. We account for this primarily because of

the differential in the dates of the survey. In

1966 the weights were mostly taken in early
June, whereas in 1967 they were taken in late
June and early July. The differences are particularly noticeable for the females. This is understandable if we realize that nearly half of
them were gravid when weighed in 1967.

Food Habits

The stomachs
and

of

150 lizards were opened
Of those with large

their contents examined.

quantities of food in the stomachs, the

Table 12. Biomass of Sccloporus
studv plot for fulv 1966.

Number
Avg. in
Biomass

Table

1.3.

29
grams

584.40

Biomass

1193.86

Sceloporus

of

on

study

Rainier

1967.

Adults

M

Number
26
Avg. in grams 19.97
.519.22
Biomass
Totals

NIesa

31
19.66
609.46

19.48

biomass

plot for June

Sex

Rainier

M

Sex

Total

on

volume

Juveniles

F

31
22.09
684.79
1204.01

M

F

19
3.08

24

.58,.52

6.5..5.5

2.73

124.07

Uta Stansduhiana

Sex

27
on

Rainier

Mesa
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greater percent than we fonnd in the
;i
stomach contents. We have observed lizards to
run after Hying insects and to actually jninp
for them, and yet, in spite of our seeing the
lizards eat flies more fretjuently than any other
insect except ants, they have not proved to be
a major food item based on stomach contents.

stitute

Several species of Hemiptera, both adult and
immature, were found in the stomachs. They,

varied greatly in size.

like beetles,

recognized
flies.

stomachs at

in the

They

are

more

Bugs were

least as often as

easilv identified than flics

because of the sclerotized portions of the forewings and the head and mouthparts which

seem

to resist digestion.

common on

Orthoptera are

Camel
traps,

crickets

are

and other

crickets

also seen but are not

Rainier

commonly found

in

Mesa.
can-

and grasshoppers are

common. Jerusalem

crick-

abundant and are occasionally found in
stomachs. The adults with their large,
heavily sclerotized heads and powerful mandibles are probably not eaten by S. o. lon^ipes.
They may be too large and vigorous to be subdued and eaten. As previouslv mentioned, immature lizards have been killed and eaten by
Jerusalem crickets in can-traps .Crickets in
general are large prey for S. o. longipes and
thev are chewed, shaken, and crushed to a great
extent before they are swallowed.
Several other orders of insects undoubtedly
are eaten by the lizards in small numbers,
among them Neuroptcra, Isoptera, and Homop-

their

again,

and

difficult.

quickly

are

mentioned

pre\iousiv

.\s

digested

(in

connection

range), Scclopoms occidcntaU.s lono.
ipes does not appear to move about foraging
for food. More commonly they bask or loaf in

home

witli

and eat whenever an arthropod comes
enough to attract their attention. They

the shade
close

appear

to eat

almost anything of suitable size

moves enough to attract their attention and
with almost no discrimination. The fact that
they eat tenebrionid beetles and also that a
feather and a piece of red plastic ribbon were
that

found
idea.

stomachs

in

Tliev often

tends

to

ingest small

corroborate the
rocks and such

items of plant matter as sagebrush leaves {Artemviia tridentata) and fragments of needles of

and juniper trees. A Sceloponts ocMilford,
near
collected
longipes
Heaver Countv, Utah, was noticeably thin and
refused to eat when food was offered. It died
and examination showed a large lump in the
the pinvon

the

cidental is

Spiders were found in several stomachs, but.

bodies

stomach.

ets are

tera.

soft

broken up, making an accurate count
One .scorpion was found in a lizard

easilv

abdomen. The abdomen was opened and an
ingested pinvon needle punctured the intestine,
blocking it. In front of the needle was a pile-up

which made the lump
bv palpation. Opiintia spines
and other threatening objects were found in the
stomachs of Sceloponts from f-lainier Mesa
showing again that the lizards are not, in our
opinion, discriminating in their selection and
not dexterous in their capture and ingestion
of sclerotized insect parts

easily detectable

of food.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Few

studies of high altitude populations of

western North
America. Stebbins (1944) and Stebfnns and
Robinson
1946) stiidied SceJoporus oraciosus

have

saurians

been

done

in

(

gracilis

at

6,000

feet

elevation

at

the

Chaos

area in Lassen National Park. This
revealed certain mixlifications in the
basic ecology of this population of Sceloponis
graciosus gracilis such as: (a) a larger percent-

Jumbles
study

in the population; (b) a greater
(c) a reduced number of predators,
both as to numbers of species and individuals;

age of adults
longevity;

(d) a

much

shorter annual period lor activity;

and (e) fewer young.
Most of their comparisons were made with
Sceloporus occidenUilis (Fitch 1940), and we

are presently studying Sceloporus graciosus
graciosus in central Utah and Sceloporus undulattt.s in southeastern Utah, both of which will

serve as

comparati\e studies.

present reports on Scelojwrus and Vta
from Rainier Mesa have certain facets that are
similar to those presented by Stebbins and
Robinson (loc cit). In the case of Sccloj)orus

The

we note the following differences
contrasted with the study of Fitch ( 1940):

occidcntalis,

when
I )

A

substantial increase in the

maximum

may be

the result of various
are dealing in
factors other than altitude.
Nevada with a different subspecies and such
differenci's as size may represent genetical variasize of adults. This

We

tions in the

gene pool coining from their adapta-
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to a

dryer,

a.s

15,
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well as a

more

elevated,

environment.

A

2)

slightly longer lite

span with the ma-

In June 1967, 57 percent
were breeding adults (22
months or older). This percentage was much
higher in 1966 (85.71), owing to a very poor
reproduction in 1965. We consider 1967 to be
more nearly average but recognize that there
will usually be a vearlv fluctuation in all age

living for six years.

of

population

the

groups.

A

3)

southern

shorter season for normal activity. In

Nevada

at

7,500

feet,

adults and most juveniles

limits

November,

and

spring

rarely

weather
by or before
comes before
cool

1 April.

A

4)

larger

number

of eggs are laid.

We

have observed
oviducal clutches totaling 15 eggs and, on the
basis of weights before and after egg laying,
which exceed the maximum for a clutch of 15,
suspect that the larger females lay more.

have had

laid in the laboratory or

Growth

5)

is

summer

rapid, particularly during the

We

note that
juveniles on Rainier Mesa grow from about
in 22
14
to an average length of 70-73
months, most (51 percent) occurring from 1
June to mid-August while they are at an age
of 9-12 months. Even more remarkable is the
gain in weight from approximately 2 to about
9 g in the same length of time. The months of
June, July, and August are seemingly ideal
weatherwise, and there is an abundance of food
—two factors which seemingly contribute heavily
to the rapid growth rate.
first full

mm

or as juveniles.

mm

Diet consists largely of ants but with
beetles, bugs, flies, and other available arthropods included. We do not believe that ants are
any more desirable to these lizards than other
small anthropods. The fact that they are available in abundance is the important factor. Ants
are represented on the mesa by 28 species ( Cole
1966) and have been noted to occur in all nitches where the lizards live. Therefore, a lizard
may be relatively sedentary, feeding on those
food items (ants primarily) as may chance to
come nearby.
6)

Home

ranges of males are relatively large;
however, they apparently are not defended in
their entirety. Our data suggest that the area
really defended is much smaller and consists
of that part of the home range used primarily
7)

basking and hiding. Other parts of the
home range mav be used for foraging or for
other purposes which are not clear to us. Female
for

much

ranges are

to males,

of adults 3-4 vears old, but with somi'

jority

home

may be

of activity.

We

29

smaller and, in contrast

altered by changing the center

have not observed any defensive

behavior on the part

of females.

8) During the warmer parts of the summer,
there is a considerable reduction in the amount
of time lizards bask. Males climb into trees near
rocks or other objects used for basking and may
remain in the trees at least overnight and perhaps longer. Lizard activity on the ground is
reduced to such an extent that it becomes obvious in the numbers of lizards found in can-traps.
Although accurate percentages are not available,
we did find a greater percentage of juveniles
than adults in the can-traps during the warm
periods. Although we did not attempt to record
the lengths of time the lizards spent in trees,
our observations do indicate that the trees are
used mostly from mid-July to early August and
that adult catches in the traps gradually increase
as the evenings begin to cool

into September.

We

from mid-August

did not note any difference

between males and females. Both used the trees;
however, there was a larger percentage of males
in the trees in early July.

An

examination of figure 4 indicates that

maximums
much of the

are above the mid-eighties
period in which the lizards
are in the trees. Although we did not check carefully the differential in air temperatures on the
surface and in the trees, it Ls seemingly true that
temperature regulation would be more easily
controlled a few feet above the surface. We have
concluded that the true climbing behavior is
done primarily for the purpose of temperature
the daily

during

A

may

afford full or part shade

or sun as needed, but,

more appropriately dur-

regulation.

ing the

tree

warmer periods

tion pennits for a

of the year, air circula-

proper temperature balance.

9) On the basis of laboratory hatchlings and
those caught in the field, it appears that hatch-

have an initial or early growth coming
from yolk remaining in the mid-gut.
This increase in s-v length is accompanied by a
lings

largely

decrease in weight. We note a difference
approximately 15 percent in the s-v length
laboratory hatchlings (22-26) and have yet
find in the field one less than 26
in

mm

of
of
to
s-v

length.

10) The climatic factors of this desert study
area dictate to a great extent much of the ecological variaion which we have noted. Populations in this general area rarely have the same

weather conditions for two years. We have concluded that each year is in some way different,

more

rain, dry, cool springs, late

or early

falls,

cloudy (reducing radiation and thus affecting

Bmr.iiAM Young Univehsity Science Bulletin
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growth and/or cinhryonation

the eggs)

of

or

supply during the season of
latter,

study dein()nstrat<'s that tlie
western fence hzard is an adaptable reptile.
Because of its basking habits, which pennit it

consideral)le

In general

to

wami

tliis

early in the

morning even on cool days,

this lizard increases its rate oi

nietabolisin per-

mitting a longer period of activity than would
otherwise be possil)le. This allows longer periods
when feeding is possible, pennitting an increase
in the rate of egg volking, ( thus, an earlier
laying of eggs) insuring reproduction. Its utilization of available arthropods gives it a food

its

to siuvive in

Because

is

of

importance in the lizard's ability
high altitude habitats.

this species

occupies

wide geographic

habitats, has a

of several subspecies,

coTisists

The

activity.

parlicularlv the utilization of ants,

a conihination of these aiul otliers.

that future ecological studies

many

diverse

distribution,

and

we would hope

might be made

in

more northern habitat. Such comparative data
would give a more precise understanding of the
ecology of this species and perhaps indicate if
longitude has an effect similar to what appears
a

to

be the case for altitude.
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NOTES ON THE LIFE HISTORY OF
UTA S. STANSBVRIANA BAIRD AND GIRARD
bv

WilnuT W. Tanner
In July of 1965, a study plot was established
for the purpose of examining
the basic biology of the western fence lizard,

on Rainier Mesa

SceIo]>oni.s occidentalis

Baird and Girard.

The

area selected is in a loose stand of pinyon-juniper with Artemisiu and Qtiercus interspersed
(Fig. 1). A more complete list of animals is pre.sented

plants

bv Allred
by Allred et

196.3)

and

a

et

al.

al.

(1963) and Beatley

(

list
(

of

1965

and 1969).
Associated with Sceloponi.s in
community are two other

juniper

pinyon-

this

.species,

Eti-

utahensus and Uta s. staivibxirkina
The population density of these species is relatively low when contrasted with Uta in the
mecefi

s.

lower valleys of southern Nevada and Eumcccs
and Utah. In spite of the

in areas of California
M)ep.Trtiiifnt

iif

'/.m)loBy.

Bnphani Voung Universily,

lower density and the fact that the major effort
studv plot was to investigate Sccloporus,
some ecological data have been gathered which
add to our understanding of Uta. Particularly,
we have been able to add infonnation concerning longevity and growth. Unfortunately little
infonnation was obtained for Exinveces.
The data were gathered by the following
graduate student assistants: James M. Hopkin,
Ronald L. Morris, Phillip Medica, and Dr. John
E. Krogh. The work was performed under contract AT (11-1) 1496 bet^veen the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Division of Biology and
at this

Medicine, and Brigham Young University.
Data pertaining to Vta were gathered for
the most part during the summer months of
1965-1967. During the.se years seventy-eight in-

I'rnvn, llLih H4^)()l.

.

BmcnAM YouNO
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^.-Fig.

1.

,.,.

A

nu ..
Photo

'i^&^:M

.

loose stand of Pinyon-Juniper with Artcmiiki
u.
hv

r.

H.

.

Colyer

A. E.G.

were marked. In 1968-1970, lizards
were ob.served and data gathered, but none
wa.s marked. Forty of those marked were recaptured at least once and some were recaptured
several times over a period of four years.

The numbers assigned

to

no. 6; outer risiht liind, no.

the digits are as
I;

inner

left front,

11;

outer

left

follows: inner right front, no.

hind,

(Tanner, 1965). Ages are given to the
nearest month. In some instances these dates
may be off as much as a month because we
cannot detennine the exact date of hatching;
however, these slight discrepancies do not alter
the age significantly. Table 1 presents data
16

which indicate

size

and longevitv

in this

popu-

lation.

In 1965

we marked

only

2.3 I'tci. Tiiis

reflects

our late start in marking lizards at this plot
during the initial vear 18 Julv 1965). However,
of this group, seven were recaptured and attained at least 50
(av. 52.2) in snout to
vent length ;md reached at least three years
(

mm

and

Qucrnis

interspersed.

Study

plot

Riiinier

Mesa.

Photographer.

dividuals

no.

Univejisity Science Bulletin

We have few records of Uta less than
24 months old attaining a snout to vent length
of .50 mm. The extremes of size range from 21
in small hatchlings to 56
in old adults.
Based on marked lizards, three age groups can
be recognized in April and May. The first year
or last vear's hatchlings are 35-40 mm, the
second vear, 20-22 months old, are usuallv 42-47
but with a few 48-50 mm, and the older
adults, nearing three years, 50-55 mm. Tliere
may be more overlapping of size in some years
than in others. Size in the spring reflects the
growth pennitted and attained by hatchlings
during the late summer and fall months. By midJune the larger juveniles mav overlap the smaller indi\iduals of the second age group, and the
of age.

mm

mm

mm

now t^vo years old are indistinguishable from the older lizards. During July,

larger individuals
.\ugust,

and September, only two age groups are
jirst emerging and
Some of the vounger adults, one or two

casiK' recognized: hatchlings
adults.

vears old, are

still

onlv 45-49

mm

in

snout to

.
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vent longth, and \vv suspect

tliat few reach 50
two years of age, that
is, by August or September of the second summer Table 1 )
Records for marked two-vear-old Uta on
Rainier Mesa indicate that they have a snout

mm

until thev are past

(

to vent length of 46-52

mm

with those less than
being the exception rather than the rule.
We suspect that some of the adults caught in
August are of this age group. The following
examples indicate that some individuals do
bv the time thev are 13 months
reach 50
old: No. 3. F. 28 Julv 49 mm; 25 August 52 mm;
No. 4, M, 23 July 4S mm; 29 August 51 mm;
No. 5, M, 30 July 45 mm; 15 August 47 mm.
We believe, however, that the majoritv of lizor more are in their second
ards reaching .50

50

mm

mm

mm

they are 13 plus months of age.
An apparentlv rapid growth by a few young
indi\iduals and a longer life span has made this
year,

that

is.

population unicjue when compared with Uta
populations in the lower valleys. Our records
of age groupings seem to justify the categorizing of lizards which are 50

length as old adults, that

is,

mm

more in s-v
two or more years
or

old.

A more precise record of size and growth
during September and October is needed. We
suspect that all age groups grow during these
fall months, albeit the older ones at a slower
rate. We observe hatchlings from late August
to earlv October to be 28-40 mm, and by early
June of the next year they have grown to 40-44
mm.

Six

male hatchlings were marked

in late

July and early August and recaptured in late
.'August or early September. Table 2 indicates
the growth in these individuals.

Table

Toe

1.

Data

for

Uta

recaptured

in

tivo

or

Uta Stansuuhiana
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Altliough there is variation in the rate of
growth, the data for 1966 and 1967 do indicate
a

which show
some growth, such in-

relatively similar rate for those

Where
dividuals may
growth.

there

is

represent

with a chance

those

we

consider the natural vicissitudes under which most hatchlings emerge perhaps the problem of food getting is a major
for survival. If

problem, at least

in the

low valleys where

hot and dry. However, the fact that

survive for 20 or
in the first

the

first

many

more days

mav

without growth

(1-19,

also suggest that

few weeks those that
winter

are

it

is

some may
Table 2)
even with-

will not survive

indicated.

Furthermore,

do not survive more than a few
weeks, making it difficult to mark more than
part of the hatchlings before they die. The
hatchlings

heavy mortality of hatchlings may be a function
of feeding, cold weather, predation, a late hatch-

combination of these and other
this plot was closed on 2 September. Although we were most careful in our
in<'

date, or a

factors. In

1965

observations for hatchlings,

we

did not see one;

June of 1966, we marked five Uta
that were in the size range of hatchlings from
the preceding summer. Even though a few were

yet, in early

marked the next spring, they represented a small
proportion of a normal hatch as we observed
it
in 1966 and 1967. In 1966 we marked 33
hatchling Uta on Rainier Mesa. Only seven (21.2
percent) were recaptured in 1967. However,
nine juveniles were marked in June 1967; that
is, their size (42-46 s-v) corresponded to those
marked in 1966 and recaptured in 1967. A decrease in the number of surviving hatchlings
does effect the percent of juveniles and old
adults in a population. In June of 1966 we had

more years (1965-1968)

at Rainier

Mesa study

plot.
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Table 2. Observed
Mesa, 1966.

Toe

jjrowlli

in

Uta hatchlings Rainier

.
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S-V

Length

40

Mercury Va
3,367

ft.

1

1

ey

elev.

.\ni)

in

50

Uta Stanshuhianji

35

mm.

60

No.

W

t.

in

gr
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August, mesa utas have more time (6-10 hours
per dav) than do utas in the low valley which
have fewer hours of full ac-tivity per day during
the summer months wlieii residual heat keeps
the surface soil hot during most of the sunlight
hours.

prohlem ot growth and size is
seemingly one of mctaholism in which the
amount of food available and the length of time
at which individuals can be at or near full
activity in getting food play an important role
in the populations under consideration. We be-

The

lieve that

tlie

individuals in the

larger si/e of

possible.

In contrast, the utas in thi' low valleys are
not active or have a greativ reduced activity

during the hot middays of most of June, July,
August, and part of September. Furthennore,
the attendant heat reduces the available soil
moisture and humiditv which in tuni affects
the plants, slowing their growth and forcing
them into donuancy. This reduces the available
food, based on our sweeping samples. Such

untoward conditions become intense in late
August and September and are undoubtedly
responsible for

much

of the late

summer mor-

the lower vallevs.
Table 3 shows the data for hatchlings marked
tality in hatchlings, at least in

in

1985 and 1966 at the Mercury study plot.

We .saw no hatchlings in 1965 on Rainier
Mesa. In Table 4 the data for hatchlings marked
in 1966 are reported.
The data summarized
dicate a

in Tables 3 and 4 infew discrepancies when compared with

our discussion above. First, there appears to be
a greater daily growth for hatchling utas at
Mercury Valley than on l^ainier Mesa. This inTable 3. Data for hatchling.s marked
1966 on the Mercury Valley study

liatcliliugs

.study

marked

in

196.5

and

plot.

Average
Rate of
Percent
Numl)er.sizc(inm) growth(g) recaptured

Marked 1965
(July 8-.Sep. 6)

201

2.5.18

Day 0.196
Kecapturcd 1965
Recaptured 1966

38
26

28.19
44.59

(June2,5-Aug. 31) 185

25.62

Recaptured 1966
Recaptured 1967

28.32
43.0

Week

1..372

18.91

12.93

1966

.37

17

Day
Week

0.202
1.414

20.00
9.19

in

1966 on the

plot.

Average

Rate of

Number size (mm) growth(g)

Percent
recaptured

Marked 1966
(July 17-Sop. 4)

33

25.51

Recaptured 1966

8

31.00

Recaptured 1967

5

44.40

Dav
Week

0.178
24.24

1.250

15.15

consistencv is understandable if
hatchlings appear appro.ximately

we

note that

three weeks
earlier there than on the mesa. Thus there is
included in these data a longer period for
growth. Our conclusion that there is a more
rapid growth on the mesa is based in part, then,
on the facts that the average size for hatchlings
in these plots is about e(jual to the mesa hatchlings,

spite of the fact that they hatch later

in

1966-Mercury Valley, 25 June;
Rainier Mesa, 17 Julv) and have fewer days
included in the data. The difference in average
size for those recaptured the next spring or
(

first

hatchlings

summer

(0.024

the basis

mm)

can be explained onlv on
Mesa population is

the l^ainier

that

rarely active from November 1 to April 1,
whereas utas in the low valleys are at times
active during each of these months and presumablv continue to grow but at a reduced
rate.

Our data were
preciselv

tlu'

not gathered to determine

how-

size for one-vear-old lizards;

information

dm's indicate
that indi\iduals of the three populations are
approximately of equal size at one year in the
longevitv cycle. Rainier Mesa utas average
ever,

the

available

larger after the first year.

The question of genetic differences in these
populations has not been explored, nor have
we extended our efforts into a studv of meristic
variables. However, there are obvious reasons,
size tor example, to recognize that these popula-

may be

some gene pool difreason that all differences
thus far noted are the result of more and perhaps more readilv available food during a critical time in the life cycle.
tions

ferences,

M.irk.cl

for

Mesa

Rainier

entire

population and the apparentiv more rapid and
sustained growth of the mesa utas is the result
of an al)nndance of food and a greater number
of hours during the summer when full activity
is

Data

T.ihle 4.

establishing

unless

we

In 1963 Tanner and |orgensen. using the
data obtained at the 'V'ucca Flat study plot, estimated the density of utas to be 3.3 adults and
5.0 juveniles per acre in June (15-.30). In 1967
we emplo\ed a teneing techni(|ue in which one(|uarter-acre plots were fenced with hardware
cloth. This was done just before dark after
lizard

activitv

fenced plots

had ceased.

We

set

up three

(over a period of 10 davs

)

and

Biological Sehies, Vol.
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Soelopouu.s Occident.'^li.s and

caught all lizard.s found in.sidf the enclo.sure.
The fenced areas were .selected at random
about 200 yards from the study plot. The fence
was four feet high with the bottom buried in
several inches of

soil.

Tal)le 5 gives a

of our results with reference to Uta.

summary
Data

for

other species will appear in our report on the
Frenchman's Flat study plot. We tried the
fencing techni(|ue in Mercury \'alley in midJuly hoping to obtain exact data on hatching

and
the

hatchlings. This did not succeed because

mesh

small

was too large to hold the
However, tor adults of all
on NTS we believe that the

of the wire

hatchlings.

species of lizards

small fenced plot will give rather reliable denintomiation in a matter of a few days.

sity

Vtti density in Frenchman
Flat as
mined bv three 1/4-acre fenced study plots
June 1967).

T;ible 5.

Est.

Species

deter-

,s

no.

Nimiher Adults Jineniles per acre

(

10-20

Uta Stansiiukiana

.57
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age

the upper Colorado Basin of Colorado

in

be 20-25 percent, and Turner et al.
(1970) indicated approxiinatilv 25 percent
(1966-30.4%, 1967-17.4%, 196S-29..3'r ) for Rock
Valley in southern Nevada. Tanner and Jorgen.sen (1965) indicate about 50 percent for old
adult.s in Yucca Flat. In this study the percentages range from 36 to 65 percent. Fifty
percent for Yucca Flat seems high. By noting
the annual variations in the population studied,
we must recogni/e that one cannot just drop
in on a population for a year and expect to

and Utah

to

true picture

get a

of

its

population structure

more than that one year. The studies cited
above show clearlv that vear to year variation
in population structure occurs. The Yucca Flat
for

population may, in a given year, have a large
carry-over; however, it is not likely that several
vears would indicate an average of much above
30 percent. The Texas studv areas were at 2,900
feet; those from Colorado, Utah, and southern
Nevada (Rock X'allev) are between 4,000 and

It is

Yucca Flat is at about 4,6(X) to 4,800
and Rainier Mesa study plot at 7,480 feet.
of some interest to note that as the eleva-

tion

increases so also does the percentage of

4,.500 feet;

feet

older adults

the

in

population.

of the studii's thus far reported,

it

On

the

basis

would appear

that in Uta altitude has a verv significant effect

on the
tion

life span and that it affects the populastructure to such an extent that in some

(Texas) the older adults are so limited in numbers as to contribute little to the annual reproduction of the population (Tinkle, 1967). However, in the other population studies done at
moderate to high elevations, the 20-25 and .36-65
percentages of older adults do contribute to the
annual reproduction and are an important factor
in the population structure.
It

is

not clear to us just

following

may

whv

altitude

may

has been suggested that the
he factors which influence it:

elfeet longevity.

It

a)

A

b)

A shorter period of intense heat during
the activity season or perhaps a longer

possible reduction in the yearly ;ictivity
period.

period of

optimum temperatures.

competition from other utas (less
dense population) and Irorn other species.

c) Less

d)

An inherent genetical difference which
has resulted from adaptation to the varied
habitats.

gate a population on the northern edge of the
species tlislribution to ascertain if there is a
longitudinal as well as an altituilinal increase in
longevity.

2) Utas attain a larger size than those occurring in the populations of the adj;ieent lower
valleys.

This generalization

mav

not be tnie in

wide distribution

sections of the

all

of the genus

Utii. We note that the Uta of western Colorado
and southeastern Utah are noticeably smaller
than those from western Texas, in spite of the
increase in altitude. It has been suggested that
size is dependent on the availability of food.
This may be a factor; however, it is our belief

variation

that

groups and
in

size

in

may be

is

associated with local

related to populations with-

subspecific groups.

A

speculation based on the above observasuggests that the average size of adults
in a population such as on Rainier Mesa may
be used to detennine the approximate percenttions

age of adults

in

the population.

Variations in

the yearly cycle should be considered and the

made

survey

at

a

given time such as during

week after the
oviducal eggs appear. If such percentages
can be derived a biomass can seemingly be
readily determined.
the

week

first

of egg-laying or a

first

3) With a larger average size for adults in
the Rainier Mesa population there are more eggs

per clutch. Turner et al. ( 1970) also found this
to be generally true in Rock Valley, and it apparently is a fact to be considered in the estimation of lizard fecunditv. Our data do not provide information on the numbers of clutches
laid, however, we do find the increase in the
number of eggs per clutch to appear significant.
Twelve clutches laid by females taken at the
Mercurv \'alley plot produi'cd clutches ranging
from 2(3.34)4 eggs per clutch (females ranged
from 42-47
s-v), whereas five clutches

mm

from Rainier Mesa ranged from 4(4.85)6 eggs
per clutch (females range from 48-51 mm, s-v).
Turner loc. cit. ) shows only averages ( Table
7), all of which are less than four eggs per
(

clutch.
It would appear that in our eagerness to
understand the basic ecology of this species
we have not taken into account sufficiently the

fact that ecological

variations in habitat intro-

duce new parameters

into the basic ecology of
Therefore, we should not expect
utas Ix'longing to different subspecies and locat-

popukitions.

These
liinations

however,

and others with various comin answering the (piestion;
would seem pertinent also to investi-

factors
in;iv
it

aid

ed

in

vastly different habitats such as eastern

I'tah,

southern Nevada, or western Texas, to

BiouiciCAL Series, Vol.

behave the same ecologically anvinore than we
should expect them to exhibit the same morphological characteristics. An analysis of data thus
Jorgensen and
far presented by man\' authors
Tanner, 1963; tanner, 1965; McKinney, 1971;
Tinkle, 1961; Tinkle, McGregor, and Dana,
1962; and Turner, 1970) and the data ayailable
for this stud\' suggest yer\' strongly that it is not
desirable to consider in detail the demography
of Uta staiisburUina unless one subdivides this
(

species into

various subspecies. Behavorial,

its

and Uta Stansburiana
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and morphological characters appear
have produced basic variations in the biology
of subspecies, some of which provide for variations even within the populations of a subspe-

ecological,
to

Perhaps, therefore,

cies.

if

in future studies sub-

species

variations are recognized, such factors

as size

and longevity would be considered

as

variables based on adaptation to habitat factors.
If

subspecies and or populations are to be con-

sidered as

incipient

species

we would

expect

variations to occur.
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